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ABSTRACT

THE APPLICATION OF USAID AND THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE IN A COMPREHENSIVE GOVERNMENT APPROACH by Dale Skoric, United States Agency for International Development, 55 pages

The foreign policy of the United States is built on the three Ds: development, diplomacy and defense (3Ds). The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) is the lead development agency; the Department of State (DOS) leads on diplomacy; and the Department of Defense (DOD) leads on defense issues. The 3D approach provides to the United States Government (USG) an opportunity to use a collective set of responses to tackle global security challenges. The 3D approach recognizes that to address the root causes of conflict, a wide range of skills, expertise, capabilities and resources are required, and that no single agency or department has them all. While DOD can stop violence and set conditions for security, USAID can ease the transition between conflict and long-term development, and DOS can build diplomatic relationships to create political engagement, negotiation and dialogue between conflicting groups seeking peace. Complicating the 3D approach is that over the last decade, DOD’s budget and authorities to conduct international development programs have grown significantly. These multiple funding accounts and authorities of DOD to provide development assistance have overshadowed both symbolically and substantively USAID’s development role overseas, which is counter to the 3D approach. In this regard, if the USG is to advance its national security interests around the world, the 3D approach must be more than a mantra. To address complex security challenges in a constrained budget environment, DOD and USAID need to ensure that their development programs are closely coordinated, mutually reinforcing, and not working in isolation of one another. With a wide variety of tools and resources at hand, DOD and USAID need to draw from each other’s wealth of expertise and show that overseas development is not about meeting a military or civilian led objective, it is about unity of effort and collectively contributing to the national security goals of the United States. However, to date, no detailed assessment or evaluation has been done to suggest that a 3D approach is effective. In time of fiscal austerity, USAID and DOD need to ensure that their development resources are being spent in the most effective ways possible and do not run counter to one another. While the USG missions in Iraq and Afghanistan demonstrate that the nature of threats to the USG are becoming progressively more complex, USAID and DOD need to learn from lessons and experience to date, and institutionalize best practices if their relationship within the 3Ds is to be effective.
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INTRODUCTION

Development is a lot cheaper than sending soldiers.
—Defense Secretary Robert Gates

The 3D Approach

The foreign policy of the United States is built on the three Ds: development, diplomacy and defense (3Ds). The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) is the lead development agency; the Department of State (DOS) leads on diplomacy; and the Department of Defense (DOD) leads on defense issues. Over the last decade, the U.S. government (USG) has introduced a variety of strategies, directives, doctrines and policies to maximize the contributions of the 3Ds toward national security. As a result, the 3D approach provides to the USG an opportunity to use a collective set of responses to tackle global security challenges. The 3D approach recognizes that to address the root causes of conflict, a wide range of skills, expertise, capabilities and resources are required, and that no single agency or department has them all. While DOD can stop violence and set conditions for security, USAID can ease the transition between conflict and long-term development, and DOS can build diplomatic relationships to create political engagement, negotiation and dialogue between conflicting groups seeking peace.

In a 2008 testimony to Congress, retired General Anthony Zinni said that “All that our military instruments can do in conflict is to create the conditions that would allow the other tools of statecraft—especially our diplomatic and development tools—to be successful….For the United States to be an effective world leader, it must strategically balance all three aspects of its power—defense, diplomacy, and development.”


Robert Gates, the interagency national security system is “a hodgepodge of jury-rigged arrangements strained by a dated and complex patchwork of authorities, persistent shortfalls in resources, and unwieldy processes.” President Kennedy expressed the same concern back in 1961 when he said that the state of foreign assistance was “bureaucratically fragmented…diffused over a haphazard and irrational structure…based on a series of legislative measures…conceived at different times…many of them now inconsistent…unsuited for our present needs and purposes…Its weaknesses have begun to undermine confidence in our effort both here and abroad.” In an ideal world, DOD, DOS and USAID would be able to look across organizational capabilities and capacities and make decisions about where resources are required, and which tools should be used in which circumstances to advance the national security interests of the USG. This is not the case today.

Under the George W. Bush and Obama administrations there have been several efforts to reform and improve the 3D relationship. Complicating these efforts are overlapping responsibilities, conflicting authorities, and institutional objectives between the 3Ds. Moreover, the 3Ds have different missions, decision-making processes, cultures and practices. As a result, they often plan and deal with situations in different ways, which complicates coordination. While 3D coordination is a much sought after objective, problems continue to persist.


While this monograph outlines progress to date to better coordinate and integrate 3D efforts, there remains plenty of criticism about the 3D approach. Some critics argue that the 3D approach is invoked as a prescription rather than a description, as though the chances of a mission’s success go up with each 3D department or agency involved. Applying the 3D approach will remain a true challenge as friction is simply built into the interagency system, and each agency and department pushes their agenda to protect their equities, which makes it difficult to use the right resource for the right response. While the 2010 National Security Strategy calls upon diplomats, development experts, and DOD officials to work side by side to support a common agenda to shape a world of peace and dignity, the 3D missions are still seen as distinct, plans between DOD and USAID/DOS are developed separately, and DOD and USAID/DOS budgets are evaluated and appropriated in isolation. These arrangements prevent USG decision-makers from utilizing to their fullest potential the mutually reinforcing tools of the 3Ds, and often the choices as to which tools and elements to use in given situations are driven by where resources can be found, instead of by clear analyses and assessments and the most effective responses.

During the last decade, DOD’s budget and authorities to conduct a wide variety of economic tasks for stabilization and reconstruction (i.e. development activities) have grown significantly. As many of these tasks are similar to those authorized and funded by USAID, the lead USG development agency, lines between USAID and DOD development programs have

---


6Ibid.

become blurred. This raises many questions as to whether DOD’s development efforts are an efficient use of resources. As this monograph demonstrates, critics argue that the principles that guide development programs are overshadowed by the security and political goals of DOD. This has damaged the credibility of USG development assistance and increased perceptions that USG development assistance is being militarized, especially in Africa.

To address complex security challenges in a constrained budget environment, DOD and USAID need to ensure that their development programs are closely coordinated, mutually reinforcing, and not working in isolation of one another. With a wide variety of tools, they can find common ground and share tasks while still satisfying the respective needs of their agencies and departments. This joint planning will help continue to break the cultural divide and stereotypes and will allow USAID and DOD to draw from each other’s wealth of expertise, and show that coordination in fragile states is not about meeting a military or civilian led objective, it is about unity of effort and collectively contributing to the national security goals. However, to date, no detailed assessment or evaluation has been done to suggest that a 3D approach is effective. In time of fiscal austerity, USAID and DOD need to ensure that their development resources are being spent in the most effective ways possible and do not run counter to one another. While the USG missions in Iraq and Afghanistan demonstrate that the nature of threats to the USG are becoming progressively more complex, USAID and DOD need to learn from lessons and experience to date, and institutionalize best practices if their relationship within the 3Ds is to be effective.

---


If the USG is to advance its national security interests around the world, especially in Africa, the 3D approach must be more than a mantra. As expressed by former DOD Secretary Gates, “it is time to move beyond the ideological debates and bureaucratic squabbles that have in the past characterized the issue of building partner capacity and move forward with a set of solutions that can address what will be a persistent and enduring challenge.”\(^\text{10}\) Changing the interagency planning and budgeting process to facilitate whole of government national security solutions, however, is outside the power of any individual executive agency. While some steps have already been taken, there are additional steps that DOD and USAID can take to better align the elements of American power, particularly in places where America’s success depends on the synchronization of a 3D approach. The continuous build-up of DOD development capabilities should not take away the important development role (or resources) of USAID, nor should USG development assistance be militarized. As noted in this monograph, DOD requires good partners such as USAID to deal with issues that they might not be able to do, such as promote economic development and address social issues.

This monograph outlines steps and future action to address concerns that DOD is militarizing USG development assistance. In addressing these concerns, one basic collaboration challenge between USAID and DOD in understanding each other’s development efforts is the use of terminology. In a 2012 GAO study, DOD officials said that they use the term humanitarian assistance to describe development assistance efforts so that DOD it is not perceived as performing development efforts that are outside its legislatively prescribed areas of responsibility.\(^\text{11}\) Throughout this monograph DOD tasks for stabilization and reconstruction are referred to as development. While addressing the need for a robust USAID capability, this

\(^{10}\)Gates, *Foreign Affairs* (May/June 2010), 4.

monograph does not provide an extensive discussion of the current USAID and DOD development budgets. In addition, this monograph does not focus on the role of DOS in the 3D relationship. As mentioned later in this monograph, DOS and USAID are taking steps to address bureaucratic, cultural, and structural issues to strengthen their relationship. To discuss these issues would divert from the emphasis of this monograph, which is on the USAID and DOD relationship within the 3D approach.

USAID BACKGROUND

Though established by President Kennedy in 1961, the origins of the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) were planted shortly after World War II ended in 1945. Building on the success of the Marshall Plan, which helped rebuild Europe’s economy and infrastructure after World War II, President Truman proposed an international development assistance program in his 1949 inaugural address.12 Though various precursor organizations were established from 1950 to 1961 to support US aid abroad, the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, which still stands as law today, mandated the creation of USAID to promote long-term assistance for economic and social development overseas.13 When President Kennedy established USAID, he had a desire for a robust agency to stand behind US efforts to promote peace and prosperity, as he had fears of the consequences of inaction, and that a program of [development] assistance to the underdeveloped nations must continue because the Nation's interest and the cause of political freedom require it.14


14 Ibid.
In a 1961 speech, President Kennedy highlighted the importance of a USG program of assistance to underdeveloped nations must because the “Nation's interest and the cause of political freedom require it.” President Kennedy saw the 1960s as “the crucial ‘Decade of Development’—the period when many less-developed nations make the transition into self-sustained growth—the period in which an enlarged community of free, stable and self-reliant nations can reduce world tensions and insecurity.” He was concerned that if the US did not act, others might not as well. USAID has evolved since 1961, and fifty years later, it is one of the world’s largest development and humanitarian donor.

The Foreign Assistance Act (FAA) of 1961 provides the policy framework and legal powers to implement USAID programs. By law, USAID is the principal US agency to extend development assistance to developing countries. Spending less than one percent of the total federal budget, USAID works in approximately 100 countries to promote economic prosperity, strengthen democracy and good governance, protect human rights, improve global health, advance food security and agriculture, improve environmental sustainability, further education, help societies prevent and recover from conflicts, and provide humanitarian assistance in the wake of natural and man-made disasters. USAID plays a critical role in USG efforts to stabilize countries, and works on the same problems as DOD using a different set of tools. By addressing the underlying causes of conflict and poverty, USAID aims to prevent conflict in the first place,


16Ibid.
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as this is “smarter, safer and less costly than sending in soldiers.” In addition, by expanding
opportunity and reducing instability, USAID’s work helps keep America safe and energizes the
global economy. 20 In his 2010 National Security Strategy, President Obama emphasized this
point by saying, “Our armed forces will always be a cornerstone of our security….but our
security also depends on ….development experts who can strengthen governance and support
human dignity.”

The number of USAID staff has dwindled significantly over the last fifty years, and has
resulted in an agency that has neither the staffing nor training resources to robustly engage in
stability operations in fragile states. During the Vietnam War era, there were about 10,000
USAID US direct hire employees. By the 1980s, USAID shrank to about 4,000 US direct hire
employees. In 2008, the direct-hire staff had withered to a mere 2,000.22 In 2010, USAID
embarked on an ambitious reform effort, USAID FORWARD.23 This initiative changes the way
USAID does business through its partnerships, with a big emphasis on innovation and results.
USAID FORWARD has given USAID the opportunity to modernize and unleash its full potential
to achieve high-impact development. This initiative is already showing results. In FY 2012 there

20 United States Agency for International Development, Fiscal Year 2012 Agency
2013).

21 The White House, President Obama’s statement for the release of the 2010 National
Security Strategy, National Security Strategy (Washington, DC: 2010), 1-2,
(accessed 14 January 2013).

22 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Senate Committee on Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs, Smart Power: Rebalancing the Foreign Policy/National Security Toolkit,

23 United States Agency for International Development, Results and Data,
were about 3,600 US direct-hire officers charged with spending close to $23 billion in approximately 90 countries worldwide.  

DOD BACKGROUND

Headquartered at the Pentagon in Washington, DC, the Department of Defense (DOD) coordinates and supervises US armed forces, which includes the Air Force, Army, Marine Corps and Navy, as well as several defense agencies. The distinction between the various services is extensive and is not discussed in this monograph. One of the largest employers in the world, DOD has over three million servicemen, servicewomen and civilian support staff. Of this amount, over 450,000 employees are overseas. The mission of DOD is to deter war and to protect the security of the United States. In this regard, DOD has six geographic combatant commands (COCOMs) that operate in clearly delineated areas of operation and have a distinctive regional military focus. In addition, DOD has three functional COCOMs that operate world-wide to provide unique capabilities to geographic combatant commands and other services. Together, the geographic and functional commands provide the basic organizational structure through which US defense needs are addressed.

DOD has many different types of funding accounts. Like USAID, DOD conducts development programs overseas. Over the last decade, DOD’s role in stabilization and reconstruction efforts has increased. With this increase, new DOD programs and budget authorities to fund these activities have emerged, including the Commander’s Emergency Response Program (CERP), the Task Force for Business and Stability Operations, and the Afghanistan Infrastructure Fund. In addition, in 2006 Congress created Sections 1206 and 1207 authorities. Section 1206 helps address DOD military priorities and urgent and emergent


25 For further information about DOD, see http://www.defense.gov/about/#mission.
counterterrorism programs, whereas Section 1207 funding facilitates reconstruction, security, or stabilization assistance programs overseas. Section 1207 allows DOD to transfer up to $100 million per fiscal year (FY) to DOS to support reconstruction, security, or stabilization programs with a goal of putting civilian experts (i.e. development) alongside DOD in stability operations. DOD also oversees the Overseas Humanitarian, Disaster and Civic Aid (OHDACA) program, and the Humanitarian and Civic Assistance Program (HCA). This highlights examples of various DOD programs similar in nature to USAID efforts, and thus coordination is critical for avoiding unnecessary overlap, wasted resources, and 3D fragmentation.

DOD BLURRING USAID’S DEVELOPMENT ROLE IN THE 3D APPROACH

A December 2006 report from the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations stated that the “increases of funding streams, self-assigned missions, and realigned authorities for the Secretary of Defense and the combatant commanders are placing new stresses on inter-agency coordination in the field.” 26 Many critics argue that DOD’s expansion in development authorities and budget has come at the cost of USAID. This expansion has overshadowed both symbolically and substantively USAID’s development role overseas. Critics argue that because of the constrained budget environment, DOD is likely to continue to institutionalize and retain development capabilities while USAID remains under-resourced. While the last two National Security Strategies affirmed the need for an integrated approach between DOD and USAID to support stabilization, reconstruction, governance and development programs in unstable countries to support US national security objectives, DOD’s expanded development role should not divert USAID from its core mission. Rather, USAID and DOD need to work together as strategic

partners in achieving development goals and to reevaluate mission portfolios through a lens of national security.

This is not to argue against the development capabilities that DOD has brought to the table over the last decade. The men and women of DOD have, and continue, to perform their duties with courage and skill. They have stepped up to the task, and under difficult circumstances, they have done an admirable job with unflagging bravery and devotion. At the same time, in many operations, USAID assistance (especially humanitarian) would not be as effective without the use of DOD assets. The same can be said for USAID staff that also work in dangerous environments, and for which the USG and vulnerable populations overseas rely only on their dedication and expertise to make the world a better place. While DOD does have a role to play in development, the use of DOD development funds should be closely coordinated with USAID to avoid project overlap and to ensure investments are sustainable. This takes into consideration that the benefits of DOD engagement in development activities have been questioned in a number of reports and studies. In a majority of these reports and studies, there is a recurring concern that the lines between USAID and DOD development programs are blurred.

InterAction, an organization with more than 190 member non-governmental organizations (NGOs) working globally alongside communities affected by war, famine, disaster and underlying poverty, recently argued that development programs traditionally undertaken and funded through USAID are migrating to DOD. InterAction argued that principles that guide development programs could be overshadowed by the security and political goals of DOD, which could damage the credibility of USG foreign aid assistance.27 Some USG officials have said that DOD’s development efforts can have “negative political effects, particularly in fragile

communities where even small gestures, such as distributing soccer balls to a particular population, can be interpreted as exhibiting favoritism.”28 Others have highlighted that DOD “development policies may become subordinated to a narrow, short-term security agenda at the expense of broader, longer-term diplomatic goals and institution-building efforts in the developing world.”29

In Afghanistan, a number of NGOs have gone on record to say that more assistance is being channeled through military actors to “win the hearts and minds” of locals, while efforts to address the underlying causes of poverty are being sidelined, and that these DOD development projects aim to achieve fast results but are often poorly executed, inappropriate and do not have sufficient community involvement to make them sustainable.30 For example, a Center for Strategic and International Studies case study in Panjshir, Afghanistan reported how DOD planned a program to bring American veterinarians to immunize and treat Panjshiri animals. The military explained that the goal of their project was not development, but to win local friends (i.e. hearts and minds) and push into areas they had not yet reached. This project undermined a USAID economic growth initiative to establish a private sector in veterinary services by training and equipping Afghan veterinary field units and creating an indigenous and sustainable service provider for veterinary needs.31 Moreover, a commander of the U.S 5th


Brigade, 2nd Infantry said from his experience in Iraq and Afghanistan that it is only appropriate for military units to develop goals to improve the quality of life for the local populace and promote good governance if these concepts improve access to the enemy. Otherwise, these goals are of little practical value as tactical or operational objectives.  

In Africa, “some NGOs are reluctant to have their programs associated with the US military, as they believe this association can create mistrust among the people they are trying to assist.” There are concerns that the increased use of DOD resources in development activities conveys signals in developing countries that military forces are more competent than civilian’s agencies for conducting development programs. During a December 2006 Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearing on the USG anti-terror campaign, Committee Chairman Senator Richard Luger expressed concern that the increase of funding streams and realigned authorities for DOD are not only are placing stresses on inter-agency coordination in the field, but that there is evidence that some host countries are questioning the increasingly military component of America’s profile overseas in what appears to them as a new emphasis by the USG on military approaches to problems that are not seen as lending themselves to military solutions. This same report also stated that USAID personnel often question “the purposes, quantity, and quality of the expanded military activities in-country,” and that “country teams in embassies with USAID


34Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Embassies as Command Posts in the Anti-Terror Campaign.
presence are far more capable of ensuring sufficient review of military humanitarian assistance projects than those that have no USAID office.”

A 2008 report by the American Academy of Diplomacy expressed concern that “DOD’s expanded policy responsibility for security assistance programs risks the additional atrophy of the civilian agencies’ ability to plan and conduct foreign policy and foreign assistance and raises serious concerns that such programs could conflict with broader US strategic and foreign policy interests.” A 2009 assessment of USAID and DOS civil military cooperation in Asia and the Middle East showed that the military is not flexible in terms of objectives, policies and organizational structure, and that development activities should principally be done by development experts, not armed forces. This assessment found that development professionals tend to be deliberative, seek consensus and want to pursue activities that have long term impact, whereas the military tends to be decisive, mobilizes funds and personnel quickly, and due to its hierarchical nature, does not support consensus-building or seek to achieve long-term assistance objectives. In this same assessment, DOD officials said they wish to improve continuity and sustainability of their activities with development experts from USAID so that their development activities amount to more than “random acts of kindness” and fit into an overall strategic development plan for a country or region.

35Ibid., 2, 10.
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A 2010 study by the Feinstein International Center found that the DOD use of development assistance to further military aims threatened to erode long-held principles of aid provision based on need, and that the idea that by delivering aid DOD can change people’s perceptions about the US is premised on very simplistic assumption. Moreover, in a 2012 report on DOD assistance to Africa, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) highlighted that DOD does not complete detailed plans to support its objectives; is not measuring long-term effects of activities; has difficulty applying funding sources to activities; has not fully integrated interagency perspectives early in activity planning or leveraged interagency staff for their expertise; and has made some cultural missteps due to not fully understanding local African customs. Until DOD addresses these weaknesses, it is not in a position to say that its development assistance efforts are achieving their goals with lasting, positive impacts. In the meantime, DOD continues to budget and program for new development projects overseas.

A 2012 report by the Kaiser Family Foundation indicated that “DoD is not a development agency [and that] this has led to some ambiguity and tension regarding the role of DoD in this area [with] DoD at times failing to give due consideration to the methods and principles that define successful….programs even as it has increased its attention to such activities.” This report recommended that DOD improve coordination with other US government agencies and departments to promote more effective use of resources and ensure USG efforts in national


security are not working at cross-purposes or duplicating one another. The report also recommends that DOD define benchmarks for success to determine how DOD activities contribute to its broader strategic goals. In a separate GAO report on DOD development and humanitarian assistance to Africa, the GAO found that DOD does not have information or costs of the full range of its humanitarian and development programs, nor has it completed ninety percent of the required one year post project evaluations to determine projects’ effects. This same report found that some DOD activities overlap with those of USAID, which raises questions as to whether DOD’s efforts are an efficient use of resources since USAID is the lead US development agency.\(^\text{43}\) For example, in Uganda, DOD built a library but did not ensure staffing of a librarian or provide books and bookshelves. As a result, the library sat empty for a year before USAID renovated the structure as a war memorial and research center for victims of the Lord’s Resistance Army insurgency in Uganda. In Kenya, DOD officials discovered a dilapidated school in Kenya with a placard noting that the school had been donated by DOD. However, the existence of the school was unknown to current DOD staff in the region, and its poor condition likely promoted unfavorable views of the US military.\(^\text{44}\) The GAO also found that DOD COCOMs have achieved limited interagency participation in the development of their country or theater plans because DOD lacks guidance on how to integrate planning with non-DOD organizations. Furthermore, DOD practices inhibit the appropriate sharing of planning information with non-DOD organizations.

In the North Eastern and Coast provinces of Kenya, DOD is engaged with some “hearts and minds” projects in Muslim communities as part of a regional counterterrorism and


\(^{44}\)Ibid., 23, 37.
stabilization strategy. A study by the Feinstein International Center shows that while the “hearts and minds” activities have allowed DOD to establish a limited presence in a region and among populations that have historically been considered a threat to the US government, the activities conducted by DOD have done nothing to tackle underlying conditions that may give rise to radicalization and violent extremism.45 At the same time, concerns have been raised about the capacity of the DOD teams as they are not development professionals and have little, if any, previous experience implementing community development programs. While this presence enabled DOD to build connections and networks (which is important), it also left a perception with the local population that USG development assistance is linked to counterterrorism interests of the US, rather than their own well-being or security.46 In turn, this could threaten future USAID development assistance in these provinces.

The benefits of DOD engagement in development activities have been questioned on a number of accounts. While it is understood that DOD will (and should) conduct “hearts and minds” activities in support of counter-insurgency operations, as well as to achieve tactical effects to improve force protection and stability, it is not clear if DOD should be conducting development activities outside of these realms, excluding military-to-military assistance, due to unintended consequences. The mere assumption that such activities will lead to increased support from the local population is an oversimplification.47 An August 2009 inspection by DOD’s Office of Inspector General found that “the U.S. Military is stepping into a void created by a lack of

46Ibid., 72.
resources for traditional development and public diplomacy.” The Center for Global Development attributed DOD’s increased role in development to three factors: President Bush’s strategic focus on the global war on terror; the vacuum left by civilian agencies; and a chronic under-investment by the USG in non-military instruments of state-building. This increased role has not gone unnoticed in the USG budget. DOD Directive 3000.05 that assigned DOD its mandate to conduct stability operations indicates that stability operations are a core US military mission and that they shall be given priority comparable to combat operations and be explicitly addressed and integrated across all DoD activities. At the same time, it states “many stability operations tasks are best performed by indigenous, foreign, or U.S. civilian professionals. Nonetheless, U.S. military forces shall be prepared to perform all tasks necessary to establish or maintain order when civilians cannot do so.”

According to the Congressional Research Service (CRS), DOD’s perception of an appropriate non-combat role has evolved over time and now includes preventive, deterrent, and preemptive activities. While this approach requires interagency partnerships, over the years DOD has expanded its role in development activities and built its capacity to carry out such activities due to the absence of appropriate civilian agencies, such as USAID. Additional studies by the GAO and CRS show that USAID’s capacity for implementing foreign assistance has been

---


diminishing, and the increased need for coordination with DOD among programs has added to this burden.\textsuperscript{52}

In a 2008 Committee on Foreign Relation hearing, Senator Joseph Biden noted that “For every $19 we put into the military, barely $1 goes toward civilian foreign assistance programs. This imbalance is producing a number of unintended consequences that are undermining our national security instead of advancing it.”\textsuperscript{53} During a 2008 House of Representatives Committee on Foreign Affairs hearing on Foreign Assistance Reform, Chairman Howard Berman expressed concern about DOD’s rapid encroachment into foreign assistance. He highlighted how DOD [development] activities should be carried out by USAID and DOS, and that “the military is overburdened and over-stretched and they must focus on the security threats facing our nation.” He further noted that “while the civilian agencies should coordinate their activities with the military to ensure coherency of effort, we should no longer rely on the military to be the diplomatic and development face of America around the world.”\textsuperscript{54}

A 2008 report by the American Academy of Diplomacy expressed concern that USAID’s staffing situation is dire and as a result a good portion of the nation’s critical work overseas does not get accomplished. As a result, by default, the work migrates to DOD that has staff and funding but not sufficient experience nor knowledge and as a result the militarization of foreign


assistance is accelerating.\textsuperscript{55} This report also highlighted the striking trend during the past two decades of DOD’s growing role in providing foreign assistance under its own statutory authorities.\textsuperscript{56} DOD argued that they need these increased authorities and programs because parallel programs were “inadequately funded, insufficiently flexible, and not agile enough to respond to the new and rapidly evolving security threats and deployments the nation is experiencing [and] DOD….must fill this vacuum until civilian agencies are properly equipped to carry out these….assistance functions.”\textsuperscript{57} To one’s surprise, three former USAID Administrators went on record with Congress to say that DOD’s massive staff has assumed roles that should be performed by USAID and DOS, and that DOD’s $600 billion budget has eclipsed those of the civilian agencies.\textsuperscript{58}

A 2010 report by the International Feinstein Center reported that the DOD controls over twenty percent of USG assistance to Africa, and that “[development] efforts have been hampered by the fact that soldiers are not aid workers….there are several glaring problems with the process of delivering…development assistance that have implications for the ability of the US military to achieve its objectives.”\textsuperscript{59} Moreover, a 2010 legislative action message by the Friends Committee on National Legislation expressed concern that “over the past decade, Congress has provided DoD with multiple ‘flexible funds’ to respond to conflict situations in real time….and without

\textsuperscript{56}Ibid., 22.
\textsuperscript{57}Ibid., 23.
\textsuperscript{59}Bradbury and Kleinman, Winning Hearts and Minds? Examining the Relationship between Aid and Security in Kenya.
rapid response funds available for civilian agencies to act, the military has been left to fund and
direct many activities that should be civilian-led.” The legislative action message goes on to say
that “Congress often criticizes civilian agencies for their slow response to crises, but instead of
funding rapid response capabilities within….USAID they continue to disproportionately fund the
military.” An article published by the National Defense University recognized that “while the
military is remarkable in its ability to adapt and adopt new capabilities, the requirements of
stabilization and reconstruction are largely the political, governance, and economic skills that
reside in the civilian arms of foreign policy.” During a 2011 Congressional testimony on
Coordinating Africa Policy on Security, Counter Terrorism, Humanitarian Operations and
Development, Congressman Christopher Smith said that the USG policy toward Africa has been
primarily managed by USAID and DOS, and questions remain whether an expanded military
presence by DOD will “overshadow the so-called ‘soft power’ of diplomacy and humanitarian
and development assistance.” At this same testimony, a DOS representative said that the “large
and growing AFRICOM presence and programming in Africa at times risks overwhelming the
‘soft power’ of USAID…. programs and personnel.” In 2011, a DOS spokesperson said that “It
is very unlikely that we are going to see a huge shift in resources from DOD to….USAID….It's
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the military that understands better than anyone that is has to be civilians in the lead.”

A 2012 report on the 3D approach found that “DoD’s increased use of soft power available through the conduct of development projects has helped perpetuate the trend of downsizing within USAID.

A 2012 GAO Annual Report to Congress indicates that DOD is conducting efforts similar to those of USAID, and that DOD has expanded these programs over the past several years. For example, the fiscal year (FY) 2012 budget for USAID (and DOS) was a five percent decrease from FY 11 and a fourteen percent cut from FY 10, at a time when investments in diplomacy and development are critical in addressing national security interests. During the period FY 2005 – 2010, DOD’s budget to conduct development assistance increased by 60 percent. Critics argue that the development resource imbalance between DOD and USAID must be resolved in the USG budget, as DOD development programs overshadow those managed by USAID. The result is a focus on short-term military solutions as opposed to comprehensive programs that address the long-term root causes of poor governance, instability and extremism in
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countries at risk. As USAID has the USG development mandate, critics argue that USAID staff, budget and resources be restored so that the trend of USG international development assistance being militarized is not institutionalized, and that DOD not be bogged down with yet another mandate.

**Addressing USAID’s Funding Gap**

In a November 2007 speech, DOD Secretary Gates said that “We must focus our energies beyond the guns and steel of the military, beyond our brave soldiers, sailors, marines, and airmen. We must also focus our energies on the other elements of national power that will be so crucial in the coming years. That means rethinking the current balance between defense, diplomacy, and development.” In March 2008, representing fifty-two retired generals and admirals, General Anthony Zinni and Admiral Leighton Smith testified before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in support of a budget increase for USAID. They told the committee that Congress must “strengthen the nonmilitary tools that are used around the world for global engagement.” During a speech in Manhattan, Kansas, DOD Secretary Gates said “if we are to meet the myriad challenges around the world in the coming decades…there is a need for a dramatic increase in spending on the civilian instruments of national security…diplomacy…foreign assistance…and development.”

---


region, DOD Secretary Panetta said that “the rebalance cannot just be about moving more ships or aircraft or troops to the region…Ultimately, it has to be a whole-of-government approach…We need to continue diplomatic, economic and development assistance and engagement, and we need resourcing to ensure that this commitment is sustainable for the future.”

Unlike DOD, USAID does not have huge contracts with companies located throughout the United States. In addition, USAID is responsible for less than one percent of the USG federal budget and provides revenue to a limited group of organizations. Whereas DOD has a very large constituency that lobbies Congress for a robust defense budget, USAID has a small constituency towards international development assistance, which indirectly predisposes members of Congress to be critical of USAID. According to an article by the National Defense University Press, “foreign aid is an easy target for lawmakers, given the lack of a domestic constituency and the less tangible link to national security than the military institutions.” This is a vicious cycle, and as a result, USAID remains under-funded which does not allow it to execute development programs to their potential, which, in turn, reinforces Congress’s lack of faith in USAID. While USAID is and should continue to make the case to the administration to bolster its staffing and budget, given the fiscal cliff environment adequate resourcing is unlikely to materialize any time soon.

**USG Development Assistance being Militarized in Africa**

In February 2007, President Bush directed DOD to establish the US Africa Combatant Command (AFRICOM) to help strengthen US security cooperation and bring peace and stability

---
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to Africa. The rhetoric of USG development assistance being militarized has substantially increased with the creation of AFRICOM. While the AFRICOM Commander’s Intent indicates that AFRICOM better enables DOD to work with other elements of the USG to achieve a more stable environment where political and economic growth can take place, there remains much criticism about DOD’s expanded role into the African development arena. 76

In a 2007 statement, President Bush said that “Africa Command will enhance our efforts to bring peace and security to the people of Africa and promote our common goals of development, health, education, democracy, and economic growth in Africa.”77 In the same year, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Africa Theresa Whelan stated that AFRICOM does not represent the militarization of US foreign policy in Africa. For Whelan, AFRICOM “will simply allow for the better synchronization and coordination of DoD efforts to help build security capacity in Africa with….USAID efforts to improve governance and development capacity and opportunities.”78 In a 2007 House Foreign Affairs Committee testimony, USAID expressed concern that “growing DOD presence in Africa has the potential of blurring the lines between diplomacy, defense, and development. As noted above, increasing levels of DOD development programming in Africa puts it in closer proximity to USAID programs. Some of these DOD activities include wells, schools, clinics, and veterinarian services, the same types of programs


and activities that USAID implement. As a result, this poses a challenge to USAID to preserve its development mandate with host governments and populations.79

A 2010 report signed by a number of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) highlights that “Development projects implemented with military money or through military-dominated structures aim to achieve fast results but are often poorly executed, inappropriate and do not have sufficient community involvement to make them sustainable.”80 This report also indicated that there is little evidence that military development activities are generating stability, and that in some instances these activities could put lives at risk as they are targeted by anti-government elements.81 A 2010 Center for Strategic and International Studies conference report expresses concern that AFRICOM could lead to a distortion of USG priorities and resource allocations in Africa, and that its role should be clearly defined.82 Others view the AFRICOM approach as downright dangerous, and that even military traditionalists are apt to view it with suspicion as a dangerous slide away from the military's core competencies and further evidence of the militarization of USG foreign policy and the devaluing of civilian capacity.83

Initially, US embassies in Africa were bewildered by the early efforts of AFRICOM. According to a DOD Office of Inspector General Report, the first [AFRICOM] arrivals did not
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appear to have an appreciation of an ambassador’s authorities and responsibilities. In addition, a GAO report found that DOS officials expressed early concerns that AFRICOM would become the lead for all USG activities in Africa, and that it could blur traditional boundaries among diplomacy, development, and defense, thereby militarizing USG foreign policy. In addition, NGOs expressed concerned that AFRICOM could militarize US foreign aid, which would put their aid workers at greater risk if their activities are confused or associated with DOD military activities. This same report also found that some African countries had expressed apprehension that AFRICOM will be used as an opportunity to increase the number of DOD troops and military bases in Africa.

If AFRICOM is to prevent or counter threats to the United States from violent extremists in Africa, then it is essential that DOD development programs in Africa be based on thorough analyses and understanding of the root causes and drivers of conflict or extremism, as these vary greatly from one situation to another. In addition, these programs should be independently evaluated to verify that the programs are effective. To address the challenges of good governance, rule of law and development, USAID must be at the table during DOD’s development planning as it can provide the technical expertise needed for effective programming, as well as ensure that AFRICOM activities do not compete with, undermine, or overshadow USAID development objectives in Africa.

---


As expressed earlier, without careful consideration between the USAID and the DOD, there is danger of uncoordinated and disjointed approaches to how the USG designs strategies and country plans to strengthen fragile states and decrease the likelihood of failed states in Africa. While some progress has been made, much work remains to be done to breakdown organization cultures and stereotypes if there is to be unity of effort between USAID and DOD to collectively advance USG national security interests in Africa. As noted by USAID’s Administrator in a November 2011 speech, “Tight operational partnerships with the military come with controversy…..many worry this work signals a militarization of aid….These concerns all have merit. If we don't confront the development needs….we will be ignoring the plight of billions while putting our own security at risk.”

BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS TO WORK TOWARDS A 3D APPROACH

During the course of 2001-2012 a variety of strategies, directives, doctrine and polices were introduced to try and maximize the contributions of the 3Ds toward national security, which require the attention of USAID and DOD. In outlining these below, one would think that USAID and DOD could overcome stove-piped processes, procedures and mechanisms to work towards a more integrated approach. However, despite such guidance, existing coordination and linkages are still insufficient and weak and the incentives to work across each other’s boundaries are few.

---


The 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) stressed the need to “develop new concepts of deterrence, on the need for a capabilities-based strategy, and on the need to balance deliberately the different dimensions of risk….that will require enhanced inter-agency processes and capabilities to effectively defend the United States against attacks.”89 The National Security Strategy of 2002 recognized that to preserve human dignity and USG strategic priorities to combat global terror, the USG must help strengthen Africa’s fragile states, help build indigenous capability to secure porous borders and deny havens for terrorists.90 In November 2005, DOD issued Directive 3000.05 to provide guidance on DOD support for stability, security, transition, and reconstruction operations. This directive indicated that “stability operations are a core U.S. military mission and that they shall be given priority comparable to combat operations and be explicitly addressed and integrated across all DOD activities.”91 In December 2005, President Bush issued National Security Presidential Directive NSPD-44. The purpose of this directive was to put the Secretary of State as the lead coordinator to integrate interagency effort, including with DOD and USAID, to prepare, plan and conduct stabilization and reconstruction activities countries and regions at risk of, in, or in transition from conflict or civil strife.92 The National Security Strategy of 2006 recognized that while the 3Ds can reduce long-term threats to USG national security by helping to build stable, prosperous, and peaceful societies, improving the way the USG uses foreign assistance will make it more effective in strengthening responsible


governments, responding to suffering, and improving people’s lives. This strategy also
recognized Africa as a high priority with growing geo-strategic importance. 93

The 2006 QDR stressed the importance of the 3Ds to become more adept at integrating
their efforts into a unified strategy so that the USG can achieve true unity of effort, and that this
effort “begins in the field with the development of shared perspectives and better understanding
of each agency’s role, missions and capabilities. This will complement better understanding and
closer cooperation in Washington, and will extend to execution of complex operations.”94 The
2010 QDR highlighted that DOD is committed to improving unity of effort through a 3D
approach and will closely cooperate within the 3D structure to better protect and advance
America’s interests. However, this QDR also recognized that “despite the recognition that our
security is increasingly tied to building partner capacity, our security assistance tool kit has not
kept pace….and that DOD will work with interagency partners to create new and more
responsive mechanisms for security assistance.”95

In May 2010, President Obama released his first National Security Strategy, which builds
upon the lessons learned from Afghanistan and Iraq and the research conducted for the 2010
QDR. It too institutes a 3D approach. In commenting on the release of the 2010 National Security
Strategy, then DOS Secretary Clinton said “One of our goals….was to make the case that
defense, diplomacy and development were not separate entities, either in substance or process,
but that indeed they had to be viewed as part of an integrated whole and that the whole of
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government then had to be enlisted in their pursuit.96 The 2010 National Security Strategy identifies poverty, underdevelopment and conflict in Africa as drivers of future security threats to the United States. As a result, USG policymakers are increasingly noting Africa’s growing strategic importance to US interests. These interests include the importance of Africa’s natural resources (particularly energy) mounting concern over violent extremist activities and other potential threats posed by under-governed spaces, humanitarian crises, armed conflicts, and other challenges, including the devastating effect of HIV/AIDS.97

In September 2010, President Obama signed a Presidential Policy Directive on Global Development, the first of its kind by a US administration.98 Along with diplomacy and defense, development was made a core pillar of American power and cornerstone of US national security. This directive reinforces development as vital to US national security interests, outlines a course for the 3Ds to reinforce one another in an integrated comprehensive approach to national security, and indicates that the USG will balance its civilian and military power to address conflict, instability and humanitarian crises, and will link investments to a long-term strategy so that program impacts and progress are measured.

In December 2010, DOS Secretary Clinton released the Quadrennial Diplomacy and Development Review (QDDR), a sweeping assessment of how USAID and DOS can become more efficient, accountable and effective to better advance national interests and pursue strategic


training and planning with DOD. In this regard, the QDDR reaffirmed the plan to re-build USAID's staffing levels, and proposed pooled funding between USAID, DOS and DOD to facilitate the integration and cohesion of military and civilian power. The QDDR highlighted that “where our diplomacy, development, and defense work together to prevent state weakness or failure, we avert the need to commit overwhelming military resources.” The QDDR also highlighted that “sensible and accountable investment in our diplomatic and development capabilities protects and advances the security and prosperity of the United States.” As noted by some analysts, the QDDR allows USAID and DOS to address bureaucratic, corporate cultural, and structural considerations by clarifying roles and responsibilities and articulating a strategic framework for developing and applying capacity.

Seldom do all national security solution reside within the power of just one USG agency or department. USAID and DOD still need to overcome stove-piped processes, procedures and mechanisms if development programs are to be integrated, efficient and effective. In this regard, there is no structured execution framework to ensure joint planning between USAID and DOD occurs, and the incentives to work across each other’s boundaries are few. In fragile and failing states, USAID and DOD must analyze the problems together. Otherwise, they are just drawing protective curtains around their programs. With a wide variety of tools available between USAID and DOD, they can match capabilities to meet the tasks ahead. As USAID and DOD study the problems of conflict, political turmoil, disease, hunger and violence, they know the solutions are
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not solely under the mandate of either DOD or USAID. In an ideal world, USAID and DOD would operate from an overarching joint strategic plan at the global, regional and country-level to ensure alignment of their efforts in support of national security interests. The challenge is that USAID and DOD country level planning processes are quite different from one another. In addition, in an environment where the federal budget is put together one year, passed by Congress in the next, and then implemented in the third with Congressional earmarks, this does not work well when dealing with the emerging and unforeseen threats in failed and failing states where country selectivity is crucial.

This monograph does not go into detail regarding the dizzying array of documents that guide USAID and DOD planning and execution, or their relationship. However, to summarize, USAID planning begins at the host country level and focuses on a bottom-up approach with a five-year Country Development Cooperation Strategy (CDCS) process. The CDCS supports US foreign policy priorities and ensures strategic alignment with host-country development priorities to promote mutual accountability on achieving development results that have clear and measurable impacts. The CDCS is designed to synthesize the basic development challenges that a specific country faces, and within the context of those challenges, it lays out the USG objectives and approaches for achieving those objectives. To present an integrated, multi-sector development approach, the CDCS prioritizes two to three high level development objectives that the USG and its partners, along with the host nation, can affect and be held accountable for results. This process includes close dialogue between USAID Washington and field staff so

---


that from a resource and policy perspectives the CDCS is grounded in realistic planning assumptions. The CDCS is flexible and can be used to incorporate programming at the country level from other sources, and is an ideal source document for helping to inform DOD development activities at the country level. In addition, on an annual basis, each USAID country team pulls together an Operational Plan to provide a comprehensive picture of how USAID resources will be used to support the objectives outlined in the CDCS.

DOD has institutionalized complex processes and support mechanisms that enable it to prepare, plan for and conduct military operations, which requires DOD to engage in different types of planning for different purposes. Unlike USAID country level planning, DOD planning is based on a top-down approach, starting at the global, then at the regional and eventually country level. DOD’s planning starts from the top at the White House with the National Security Strategy, then moves down to the National Defense Strategy (NDS), the Guidance for Employment of the Force (GEF), the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP), Theater Campaign Plans (TCPs), and finally Country Level Plans (CLPs). In simple terms, the NDS influences the GEF, which provides the parameters for COCOMs to develop TCPs, which influence direction for CLPs. DOD country plans normally establish the concepts by which COCOM objectives for each country are to be achieved through integration of DOD’s many funding authorities and associated funding streams. Country level planning is heavily influenced by resource allocation decisions that weigh priorities across all COCOMs. Making this more difficult is that in many
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countries where USAID is present, DOD may be represented by a single individual, often with little preparation in the interagency process.

In summary, USAID and DOD planning perspectives and approaches are derived from their distinct missions, roles and legal authorities, which has led each to develop unique frameworks, processes, terminology and planning cultures, further complicating coordination and integration efforts. 107 Moreover, although a 3D approach is encouraged by USG senior leadership, strategy, doctrine and policy, there is little empirical data on the effectiveness of a 3D approach to operations (i.e. did DOD activities benefit from USAID integration and produce more value added compared to stand-alone activities (and vice versa for USAID))? In this regard, some analysts continue to question the very premise of whether a 3D approach leads to increased operational effectiveness.

For example, a Norwegian Atlantic Committee report on civil-military relations indicates that in Afghanistan, USAID did not channel assistance according to need, but rather concentrated its resources in provinces that were politically and militarily important to the USG. According to this study, the United Kingdom, Canada and other countries did the same, which meant a very large portion of development funding went to certain provinces. The Norwegian Atlantic Committee argues that this is not a 3D approach, but rather a “compartmentalized approach where each troop contributing country focuses a disproportionate amount of its efforts (diplomacy and development included) on its own province.” At the same time, projects were often picked because of their strategic importance to appease communities; not because they would be effective in development terms or because the needs were the most pressing in that area.108 One
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needs to ask if the approach DOD and USAID took led to stability in troubled provinces, or, did this approach undermine poverty reduction and development aid effectiveness by being subordinated to wider strategic imperatives? To date, no detailed assessment or evaluation has been done to suggest that a 3D approach is effective. In time of fiscal austerity, USAID and DOD need to ensure that their development resources are being spent in the most effective ways possible and do not run counter to one another. While the USG missions in Iraq and Afghanistan demonstrate that the nature of threats to the USG are becoming progressively more complex, USAID and DOD need to learn from lessons and experience to date, and institutionalize best practices if their relationship within the 3Ds is to be effective.

Before the 1990s, USAID has been reluctant to expand work in civil-military relations because of legal concerns. However, because the post-Cold War world had brought the development community and the military into closer contact in less-developed countries, USAID had to rethink its efforts in civil-military relations. Even before the 2006 QDR and National Security Strategy were released, USAID had already taken steps to raise its profile and coordination role with DOD by establishing its Office of Military Affairs (OMA) in 2005. Over the years, this office has grown in size. In February 2012, USAID replaced OMA with the Office of Civilian Military Cooperation (CMC). This change better conveys the true purpose of the office, which is to improve communication, mutual understanding and cooperation between the USAID and DOD at the strategic and policy levels.

In 2008, to establish the foundation of cooperation in the areas of joint planning, assessment and evaluation, training and strategic communication with DOD, USAID released its


Civilian Military Cooperation Policy.\textsuperscript{110} In implementing this policy, USAID staff was guided by the principles that cooperation with DOD would not divert resources away from USAID’s development mission; that short term objectives were consistent with long term goals; and USAID would maintain its long standing relationship and work with a variety of partners, especially the local population and host government. This policy also indicates that USAID will seek to influence the development dimensions of DOD strategic plans and implementation activities, and will place at the regional geographic combatant commands senior development advisors and collaborate closely at posts to improve coordination and communication. As part of this work, in April 2010, USAID issued for its staff a Civilian-Military Operations Guide. The purpose of this guide is to bring DOD and USAID staff closer together to coordinate and plan with the goal of implementing and producing more effective development programs and results. This guide helps USAID staff understand the different part of the military and different models for collaboration, and outlines the primary functions of CMC.

In addition, through memoranda of understanding (MOUs), over the last few years USAID has placed Senior Development Advisors (SDAs) in a number of DOD COCOMs overseas. Many of the COCOMs also benefit from the presence of a full-time USAID Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance representative, who is responsible for coordinating disaster relief operations. In return, DOD has assigned COCOM liaison officers to USAID’s CMC office in Washington. These staff placements and assignments at USAID and the COCOMs help provide and address day-to-day coordination and management concerns and issues. While the SDA and LNO positions are valuable, they must be put in context, as they serve as the sole USAID and DOD links with the respective DOD COCOM and USAID respective bureaus.

In September 2011, USAID, DOS and DOD issued a 3D Planning Guide (pre-decisional working draft). This guide is a reference tool designed to “help planners understand the purpose of each agency’s plans, the processes that generate them, and, most importantly, to help identify opportunities for coordination among the three. It is a first step in building understanding and synchronizing plans to improve collaboration, coordination and unity of effort to achieve the coherence needed to preserve and advance US national interests.” This guide is a clear indication that while efforts among the 3D organizations has improved, much remains to be done to ensure that collaboration is institutionalized and coordination occurs before difficulties arise at the country level.

Planning requirements still differ at the strategic, operational and tactical levels, further complicating theater and country level planning. In this regard, DOD’s 2012 Theater Campaign Planning Planner’s Handbook helps bring clarity to this issue by recommending to COCOMs that they take full advantage of all resources to coordinate their theater campaign and country level planning with USAID as early as possible, as this will save time and trouble later. This handbook also requests that DOD Theater Campaign Planner planners read the 3D Planning Guide to gain an understanding of USAID plans and planning processes to coordinate planning efforts, further strengthening opportunities for unity of effort. As part of this effort, USAID, DOS and DOD have also established a policy forum committed to a more formal process of sustained collaboration to strengthen and expand comprehensive planning efforts. Referred to as the 3D Planning Group (3DPG), this body is focused on creating greater shared understanding

---
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between the three organizations. In January 2013, CMC also launched a Civilian-Military Cooperation Steering Committee to oversee the revision of USAID’s 2008 Civilian Military Cooperation Policy. The primary goal of the new policy is to address a wide range of issues in a civilian-military context to create a playbook on civilian-military cooperation to help USAID personnel engage with DoD counterparts. In addition, CMC has made great progress to issue guidance and conduct a number of trainings for USAID and DOD staff with the goal of institutionalizing an effective USAID and DOD relationship. For example, CMC has developed on-line and classroom training for USAID staff to enhance cooperation with DOD staff. CMC training material has also reached DOD staff and US embassy personnel, which has greatly enhanced coordination efforts. While progress is being made to coordinate and integrate USAID and DOD efforts within the 3D approach (where appropriate), USAID and DOD cooperation continues to vary from case to case. While the 3D Planning Guide has helped clarify many concerns and set in place the coordination that is required, the core competencies, roles, mission, capabilities, program planning and objectives remain different between USAID and DOD, which continue to complicate full unity of effort.

USAID, as noted earlier, is responsible for less than one percent of the USG federal budget and provides revenue to a limited group of organizations. Whereas DOD has a very large constituency that lobbies Congress for a robust defense budget, USAID has a small constituency towards international development assistance, which indirectly predisposes members of Congress to be critical of USAID. At the same time, given the lack of a domestic constituency and the less tangible link to national security than the military institution, the USAID budget is an easy target for Congress. While USAID has been able to bolster its staffing levels in recent years, given the fiscal environment adequate resourcing is unlikely to materialize any time soon.

To overcome the fragmentation of 3D planning and budgeting processes, Congress has taken small steps to fund innovative mechanisms to help facilitate joint planning and budgeting amongst the 3Ds, through a whole-of-government approach, to advance the national security interests of the United States. As noted earlier, DOD Section 1207 funding was set to expire in FY 2010, as it was never intended to remain permanently housed with DOD. Consequently, Congress established a new USAID account, the Complex Crises Fund, which replaced DOD’s Section 1207 funding. While not new money within the USG budget, the Complex Crises Fund, funded at $40 million in FY 2011 and again in FY 2012, with an FY 2013 request at $50 million, is targeted to countries that demonstrate a high or escalating risk of conflict or instability, with 3D projects aimed to address and prevent root causes of conflict and instability. As requested in the 2010 QDDR, USAID and DOS also proposed pooled funding between USAID, DOS and DOD to facilitate the integration and cohesion of military and civilian power. Pooled funding would address many concerns expressed in this monograph, and help the 3Ds plan and implement comprehensive assistance programs based on the comparative advantages of each agency in a particular situation, taking advantage of the diverse expertise of USAID, DOD and DOD.

As a result, in FY 2011 Congress established the Global Security Contingency Fund (GSCF), which responds to long-standing congressional concerns that the USG needs to address issues that have undermined 3D efforts abroad. Like the Complex Crisis Fund, the GSCF is not

---
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funded with new money. Rather, Congress authorized DOS and DOD to transfer up to $250 million from other existing accounts. The GSCF is a four year pilot administered by and funded by DOS and DOD. The GSCF provides resources for “training and other support to enable foreign military and security forces to conduct security and counterterrorism operations and participate in coalition operations, as well as for justice sector, rule of law, and stabilization programs.”\textsuperscript{119} While Congress placed the GSCF under the DOS budget, funding decisions are jointly made by the Secretaries of DOS and DOD, but with the DOS Secretary in the lead. Many see the creation of the GSCF as an important step forward for interagency cooperation on security assistance that will overcome the disadvantages of the current system of agency-centric budgets and efforts.\textsuperscript{120} However, others see the GSCF as a problematic and unwarranted as it could undermine the integrity of DOD’s own missions by sacrificing some of the control and flexibility of programs provided through a DOD authority.\textsuperscript{121}

This might already be happening. In April 2012, DOD presented Congress with an urgent request for new authority to train and equip security forces in places like Yemen and Kenya. DOS and Congress were puzzled about the request as DOS and DOD had just agreed to put into place the GSCF to fund such efforts. In a rare rebuke to a DOD admiral and his command, congressional and DOD officials, as well as deputy cabinet-level aides, rejected the request and asked DOD to go back to the drawing board. A report accompanying the military budget bill by the House of Representatives summed up the objections that Congress is “concerned that the
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proliferation of similar, overlapping and/or competing building partner capacity authorities creates unnecessary confusion and friction.”

In time of fiscal austerity, DOD and USAID need to ensure that their development resources are spent in the most effective ways possible and projects do not run counter to one another. To support a 3D approach, DOD and USAID must move from vertical structures and processes to transparent and horizontal planning and program integration at the strategic and tactical levels. As both the George W. Bush and Obama administrations have shown, there is considerable agreement on the need to improve coordination. However, overlapping responsibilities, conflicting authorities and institutional objectives, as well as decision-making cycles and different cultures between USAID and DOD, complicate such efforts. At the same time, USAID and DOD deal with problems in different ways, which raises questions of when coordination should take place. While not everything can be coordinated, USAID and DOD need to outline where coordination problems lie as well as develop a marketing strategy to ensure all staffs understand the benefits of when to coordinate to ensure efforts are mutually reinforcing and not reflecting their own organizational bias and culture. For example, the work of USAID, DOS and DOD provincial reconstruction teams (PRTs) in Iraq and Afghanistan are an indication that future engagements between USAID and DOD to harness a whole of government approach will, and needs to, continue. For this reason, the relationship between USAID and DOD needs to be continuously refined and institutionalized to prepare for future operations. For this reason, to ensure effective partnering in the future USAID and DOD need to apply lessons learned from PRTs in Afghanistan and Iraq and humanitarian response efforts. To do this there needs to be a crosswalk between theory and practice. USAID and DOD do not need to learn the same lessons

again and again. Lessons that have been identified need to be learned and incorporated into policy and doctrine. As time progresses and needs change, the lessons learned will ensure that such guidance and training is further refined and aligned to achieve win-win synergies between USAID and DOD that further US international development and national security objectives.

In this regard, USAID and DOD should jointly commission a detailed assessment and evaluation to review DOD development programs in fifteen countries where USAID is present. This detailed assessment and evaluation would review the objective(s) of DOD development programs, how the objective(s) translated at the operational and tactical levels, and what funding mechanism was used to achieve the program objective(s). This detailed assessment and evaluation would assess the approaches DOD adopted in technical sectors, compare those to USAID objectives in the same country, and identify promising practices, innovations, lessons learned, strengths, weaknesses, and constraints to achieve a 3D approach with USAID. The overall goal would be to institutionalize the link between DOD and USAID development planning (when appropriate) to ensure USG development investments are spent appropriately, not militarized, and sustainable. The detailed assessment and evaluation would also make recommendations for future program directions in light of the legislative, organizational, policy, and development environment. USAID’s Bureau for Policy, Planning and Learning could jointly work with DOD’s Office of Secretary of Defense to identify funding, and draft and solicit a scope of work for the assessment and evaluation to be completed. The assessment and evaluation should be completed by the end of 2014 to inform the fiscal year 2016 congressional appropriation and authorization process. Until the detailed assessment and evaluation is complete, USAID and DOD should continue their efforts to understand each other’s processes and language, and seek out common objectives and goals in order to leverage and maximize synergies at the strategic and tactical levels, but not undermine or compromise the mandate or independence of one another. In addition, Congress should amend legislation that support DOD’s Overseas Humanitarian,
Disaster and Civic Aid program, and the Humanitarian and Civic Assistance Program, to take into account the roles and similar types of efforts performed by USAID. This would go a long way to address concerns that DOD’s expansion in the development arena has come at the cost of USAID, and that this expansion has overshadowed both symbolically and substantively USAID’s development role overseas.

CONCLUSION

I am absolutely convinced that you cannot solve the problem of....the spread of extremism through military means....we're going to have to use development.

—President Barak Obama 123

As noted in this monograph, some critics argue that the 3D approach is leading to the militarization of USG development assistance as DOD development programs are centered around short-term investments to “win the hearts and minds” of locals, rather than focused on where development is needed the most (i.e. poverty reduction). Some argue that the 3D approach should mean a more balanced budget between the 3Ds that will help integrate development programs by bringing together the elements of national power to address key priorities in the USG national security strategy. The author recommends that a detailed assessment and evaluation be commissioned in fifteen countries to review the DOD and USAID relationship in the 3D approach. Until then, USAID and DOD should protect their unique missions and approaches, but take into consideration, through improved information sharing and joint planning, the roles and efforts performed by one another. This approach will ensure that unity of effort is not forced, and that each agency and department are not subsumed into the mission of another, which could undermine the independence that is required to carry out the unique tasks required of each agency or department. In order to avoid program overlap with USAID, Congress should review

legislation that provides DOD authority to conduct development programs overseas. This would go a long way to address concerns that DOD’s expansion in the development arena has come at the cost of USAID, and that this expansion has overshadowed both symbolically and substantively USAID’s development role overseas. The USAID and DOD relationship within the 3D approach will only be successful once DOD and USAID understand the core competencies, roles, missions, and capabilities of one another. In the meantime, they should continue to leverage the unique skills, capabilities and resources of one another (when appropriate) at both the tactical and strategic levels to enhance USG international development and national security objectives.
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